Check for plagiarism
You sweated bullets to write your
material and then you suddenly find
out that some jerk is using your
material and passing it off as his own!
So how do you find out if someone is
using your material?
Easy – Do what the major publishers and most successful authors and
copywriters do - just use one of the following software packages to keep track
of your material.
PlagScan www.PlagScan.com
Worried that your written material is being unfairly used by others?
PlagScan offers free, automatic and efficient duplicate content analysis. This is
a service for locating copies of your material that have been plagiarized from
the Internet or by other web sites. There is a maximum allowable files size of
300kB or 1000 words.

Grammerly
www.grammarly.com
Grammarly is an automated proofreader and plagiarism checker.
It corrects up to 10 times as many mistakes as other word processors.
Free to try - $29.95 per month

Search for copies of your web pages on the web.
If you are concerned that people are copying and reusing your website material
without acknowledgement or payment, this site will let you search for violators.
http://www.copyscape.com
Protecting Your Copyrighted Materials
One of the big questions in both my web site and self-publishing seminars
relates to methods for protecting original material from being copied and
reused without payment or permission.

This is a GREAT article about what works and what doesn’t when it comes to
protecting your original graphic art.
This is reproduced by acknowledging the author as requested:
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Free images for your website
The BEST images come from subscription sites like www.ClipArt.com and
http://www.istockphoto.com but if you don’t want to pay for your graphics, try
these sites.
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